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ABOUT THIS SERIES

Oracle Eloqua is the most powerful 
marketing automation platform on 

the market. It has the ability to scale 
to the needs of the largest enterprises 
and the flexibility to solve just about 

anything you can throw at it. 

With all this power and functionality, 
sometimes complexity enters. That’s where 

these eBooks come in. We took Eloqua 
capabilities that draw lots of questions 

and simplified them so they are easier to 
understand and implement. At Relationship 

One, our mission is to “Inspire Success.” 
We hope that reading through this eBook 
series will inspire you to try something 

new, solve a problem you’ve been dealing 
with, or invent something that will take 
your marketing efforts to the next level. 

Let our experts help you dive into 
an area of Oracle Eloqua that you’re 

curious about and watch the inspiration 
flood in. Happy Eloqua-ing!

A MARKETING GEEK’S GUIDE TO: 
REVIEWING AND 
OPTIMIZING ORACLE 
ELOQUA INTEGRATIONS 
We previously walked you through planning your Oracle Eloqua 
integrations, and now we’re back to help you review and optimize. 

Do you know what to look for when reviewing your integration? 
How do you conduct a spot test? How do you keep your 
integration fresh and up-to-date? Great questions! In this eBook, 
you’ll find our top integration management tips assembled into 
an easy lesson. Ready? Let’s get started!

http://relationshipone.com/
https://www.relationshipone.com/blog/ebook-marketing-geeks-guide-planning-oracle-eloqua-integration/
https://www.relationshipone.com/blog/ebook-marketing-geeks-guide-planning-oracle-eloqua-integration/
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Let’s set the scene: You’ve joined a long-established Oracle 
Eloqua team, and your new boss has given you ownership 
of the integrations for your instance. You’ve worked in this 
area before, but when tasked with reviewing the current 
configuration and finding “areas of opportunity,” you don’t 
know where to begin. Not to fear – we’ll take a look at some 
of the key areas to review when auditing your integrations 
with Oracle Eloqua.

IDENTIFYING THE 
INTEGRATION POINTS
There are numerous ways to integrate with Oracle Eloqua, some 
of which you may not even be aware. The most common is via the 
native integration panel, which manages integrations with most 
of the common CRMs, such as Salesforce (SFDC), Microsoft 
Dynamics, and Oracle OnDemand. Here you can configure and 
control the CRM integration directly within Oracle Eloqua.

There also are “flat file” or “batch” integrations that can be 
configured in the Data Import/Data Export area or through 
an auto synch. In these integrations, files are generated in a 
source system, such as your enterprise data warehouse (EDW) 
or database marketing platform (DMP), and loaded to an SFTP 
server. From there, Oracle Eloqua pulls the data from into its 
Contact, Account, or Custom Data Object (CDO) tables.

One of the best features of Oracle Eloqua is the ability to 
extend its functionality “outside the box.” From custom 
processes to webinar connectors, apps are another common 
integration point. These can be identified in the Settings area 
under Apps and typically use the Bulk API to communicate 
with Oracle Eloqua. We’ll discuss more about why that 
matters in just a moment.

A less common integration method is through an external 
ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) tool such as Dell, Boomi, 
or Informatica. These integrations are often required when 
the level of data logic, or “transformation,” needed between 
Oracle Eloqua and an external system is more complex 
than can be handled via a flat file integration. You can gain 

visibility into potential sources of these and other API-based 
integrations in the Upload History found under Inbound 
Integration > Reporting. Typically, the Source will be “Bulk 
API,” and the user name will help indicate the primary 
source of the integration.

DATA PRIORITY
Now that we’ve identified our major integration points, 
where do we begin our review?  One of the biggest sources of 
integration and data challenges lies within the data priority 
configuration of your Oracle Eloqua instance.  Under 
Inbound Integration > Data Priority Order you can view 
your current data priority tiers. Various data sources are 
added and organized in those tiers. In addition to standard 
data sources such as Excel uploads, SFTP, Bulk API, and so 
on, new data source is generated each time you create a new 
auto synch or other data import.

Every time Oracle Eloqua receives data, whether from a 
CRM auto synch or manual upload, it checks on a field-
by-field basis to determine whether the last data source to 
update that field was of a higher, lower, or equal data priority. 

Information from any data source of a lower priority will be 
ignored, and the field will not be updated. For example, let’s 
say your manual uploads are set to lowest priority, and your 
instance uses the native integration with your CRM (which 
is most common). A marketer hands you an Excel list of live 
event attendees, and you upload this directly into Eloqua. 
If any of these contacts already exist and were last updated 
by your CRM, that contact would not be updated with the 
“lower priority” Excel data. In this case, that information 
would be better updated in CRM and allowed to flow back 
into Eloqua via auto synch.

Data priorities are often ranked as follows (from highest to 
lowest priority): Bulk API, CRM Accounts, CRM Contacts, 
CRM Leads, SFTP, and manual uploads.  When there is a native 
integration with a CRM, the CRM Contact priority typically 
includes all contact-related data, such as Get Contacts and Get 

CHAPTER 1: 
WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHEN 
CONDUCTING AN INTEGRATION 
REVIEW

http://relationshipone.com/
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chapter 1 continued

Deleted Contacts. By adding more than one data source to the 
same data priority tier, you are telling Oracle Eloqua that the 
two sources should be treated as equal to each other, meaning 
the most recent data will always be updated.

Although this data priority order is typical, there are times 
when it can cause unexpected results. For example, it’s 
important to remember that Bulk API defaults to the highest 
priority. Because of this, if an app writes directly to Contact 
fields shared by a native integration, changes from your 
CRM might not affect fields last edited by a Bulk API source.

Ultimately, if you encounter problems with data not updating 
properly in your Oracle Eloqua system, data priority is the 
first place to check.

CHANGE OF EMAIL 
ADDRESS PROCESS
Oracle Eloqua’s native data structure uses email address as 
its global record identifier. Even for rare cases where the 
global key in Eloqua has been changed (and valid use cases 
are very rare), there is still a uniqueness constraint: No two 
contacts in Oracle Eloqua can have the same email address. 
Because of this, to ensure proper system functionality, it’s 
essential to understand how each integration source manages 
the process when an email address is changed.

One option is to use an outside system to capture the old 
and new email addresses, post them to an Oracle Eloqua-
hosted form, and use the form processing step “Change 
Email Address” to handle the update. In this situation, you’ll 
want to ensure the form submission is not tracked on the 
contact record, since it could skew lead scoring and activity 
data. To avoid this, remove the “Update Contact with Form 
Data” processing step.

For flat file integrations, often a two-step process is 
implemented to ensure email addresses are updated before 
Oracle Eloqua imports other data. Once file transfer provides 
the new email address data, then a second upload carries the 
remaining information from that external system.

For native integrations, SFDC can track the history of the 
Email Address field and use an auto synch to replace an old 
email address in Oracle Eloqua with the new one. Other 
CRMs natively integrating with Oracle Eloqua can use a 
similar process to write the old email to a field only visible to 
the Eloqua Integration. The value in that field can be leveraged 
to handle email address updates with a custom auto synch.

There are a number of factors that influence what makes for 
the best approach. 

INTERNAL EVENTS
All too often, organizations send more Oracle Eloqua 
data to their CRM than is necessary, especially enterprise 
organizations with millions of contacts. This starts to matter 
when CRM costs are based on the amount of data stored 
in the CRM itself, not on a per-contact basis like Oracle 
Eloqua. One of the biggest sources of this extraneous data is 
usually found in the Activity Internal Events.

Internal Events are the responses and activities that Oracle 
Eloqua records; for example, Email Sends, Form Submissions, 
and Website Visits. Administrators define which activities to 
enable, and external calls can write tasks to your CRM or 
perform other actions when an enabled activity is captured.

Activity Internal Events “fire” when the activity is captured 
in Oracle Eloqua, triggering the external call – or calls – 
linked to them. To ensure the information is written to 
the CRM lead and/or contact mapped to the Oracle Eloqua 
contact performing the activity, external calls are often 
“stacked.” This means that a single Activity Internal Event 
triggers calls to both the Contact and Lead objects, with the 
expectation that one of them will fail. 

Organizations often have most of these Activity Internal 
Events enabled, constantly trying to send data to your 
CRM. For enterprise groups sending millions of emails and 
capturing millions of website visits, this can result in a lot 
of data being written to CRM, causing processing delays. 
Check your dependencies and how CRM users leverage this 
data. Unless it’s specifically needed, best practice is to disable 
the Email Send and Website Visit events. If sales users need 
visibility into these activities, Oracle Eloqua provides sales 
enablement tools such as Profiler that provide this activity 
information in an easy-to-use interface directly inside your 
CRM.

FAILED CALLS AND ERROR REVIEW
As mentioned above, stacked calls often result in an expected 
failure, but in other scenarios, a failed call demands attention. 
Under the Integration Status Reporting, you can drill into 
Failed Updates either by External Call or by Error and 
review the details behind the most common failures. Use this 
as a starting point to determine why updates are not making 
it from Oracle Eloqua to CRM.

Whether you are just starting to dig into Oracle Eloqua 
integrations or have been working in this space for years, 
often taking a step back to review some of the primary 
opportunities can yield efficiencies in your Oracle Eloqua 
data management, and help improve data quality overall.

http://relationshipone.com/
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CHAPTER 2: 
PERFORM A 5-MINUTE  
ORACLE ELOQUA INTEGRATION  
SPOT CHECK
“Set it and forget it.” It’s a catchy phrase often associated 
with marketing automation. But as Oracle Eloqua power 
users, we know we can’t really forget anything – not 
system governance, not data health, and certainly not the 
CRM integration. Our responsibilities include monitoring, 
troubleshooting and maintaining every aspect of demand 
generation efforts. Central to the success is getting the right 
information to the right people at the right time.

As you work to ensure data health and timeliness, there are 
simple steps you can take to minimize interruptions and 
keep the accuracy of your data intact. One of the most basic 
steps is enabling CRM failure notifications.

NOBODY’S MINDING THE STORE
It’s not our finest moment when a prospect or customer 
receives an outbound communication that’s not relevant to 
them. It certainly can affect the personalized, one-to-one 
relationship we’re trying to build. This error comes down 
to the quality of our data. If our data isn’t accurate, contacts 
can enter the wrong campaign or exit the right campaign. If 
an auto synch fails and no one is monitoring it, your Oracle 
Eloqua data is aging.

To prevent this, be sure that error notifications are enabled on 
your auto syncs. This is standard practice when setting up an 
integration. Most of the time, administrators take advantage 
of this simple but critical checkbox. However, one common 
issue is using an individual’s email address for the notification. 
Auto syncs can go unnoticed for a long time if the notifications 
go to someone who’s no longer with the organization. Replace 
any personal email addresses with a distribution list, and be 
sure the people on that list know how to change the CRM 
user password and troubleshoot errors. This simple change 
can ensure you’re aware of issues right away.

IF A LEAD CREATION FAILS – 
DOES ANYONE HEAR IT?
You’ve taken all the steps to ensure fast speed-to-lead. Your 
Contact Us form submissions immediately enter the CRM 

Update program. Right? Fantastic! But if a Create Lead call 
fails, are you notified? Does anyone hear it? Or is your error 
notification system akin to relying on Pony Express for 
package delivery? 

Although error notifications for inbound calls are enabled 
in most cases, the outbound failure notifications are often 
overlooked. If you’re not sure whether failure notifications 
are enabled for outbound calls, navigate to Integration > 
Configuration > Manage Error Notifications, and check it out. 
At a minimum, include the standard Create Lead, Update Lead, 
and Update Contact calls in your notifications. Don’t forget to 
select High Priority, which will send failed call notices hourly.

Once you review errors, and correct the data causing the 
failure, you can manually rerun the failed calls. Unlike auto 
syncs, which automatically import new or modified records 
since the last time the sync successfully ran, outbound 
calls do not automatically rerun.

To rerun the corrected records, navigate to the Integration 
Status page, hover over Failed Updates, and select View by 
External Call. Click on the bold number in the Number 
Failed column to display the list of failed calls. Select the 
individual calls to rerun, and then select Re-Run External 
Calls under the Actions menu.

http://relationshipone.com/


DON’T STOP NOW, 
THERE IS MORE! 
KEEP READING ...
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chapter 2 continued

 STOP REPEATING THE SAME MISTAKES

When an integration fails, it’s important to identify and 
resolve the issue quickly. I’m stating the obvious here — 
troubleshooting can be a big time drain! The error messages 
on your notifications are generated by your CRM system. 
They’re not usually intuitive, and they can leave you with 
few clues on where to begin your investigation. 

For SFDC errors, view the list in the Knowledge Base to 
get started. It might take some sleuthing to get to the root 
of the integration failure, but it will be worth it in the long 
run. Better to solve the issue right away than to manually 
fix records over and over – or worse, slowly dirty your data 
until you can’t tell which records are accurate.

As you resolve errors, log each one and the corrective action 
taken. Share the information with your team and determine 
whether additional processes or programs are needed. For 
example, an “invalid field” error will make you see red – 
literally. Fields that have been deleted or renamed in your 
CRM display in red text in the Field Selection area of 
your external calls. Checking the Field Selection area isn’t 
something you might think of when troubleshooting. But if 
you log and share your work, it will be a faster fix next time.

This scenario begs a bigger question: What are you missing 
in your change management process that allowed a such a 
change in the CRM without notifying the Eloqua admin? It 
could mean you need a new change management process, or 
an update to an existing process if it’s more than a one-time 
occurrence.

Look for other areas to boost efficiency. For example, are you 
fixing the same errors over and over on failed calls? Are calls 
failing because of an incorrect field value? Take the time to 
fix the issue upfront to save time in the long run and reduce 
delays in getting data to your CRM.

Also, consider the source of the Oracle Eloqua data in the 
failed calls. Do you need to update a form, train a user on 
data cleansing, update documentation, or configure a contact 
washing machine?

SET IT AND CHECK IT.
Spending a few minutes setting up your notification errors 
and checking your integration settings can give some peace 
of mind. It’s worth the 5 minutes of setup to know that if a 
call fails, you will be notified and can fix the issue right away. 

Just keep in mind, it’s still best to drop in on your integration 
area every so often. Maybe make a calendar note to check on 
it quarterly, making sure to update settings when you know 
changes are made. Finally, check your reporting and be sure 
the number of records imported and exported are in line 
with what you expect. A few minutes of proactivity will pay 
massive dividends when it comes to ensuring the right data 
is going to the right place at the right time.

http://relationshipone.com/
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CHAPTER 3: 
THE BEST WAY TO QA 
YOUR INTEGRATION

As marketers in today’s world of technical tool abundance, 
we often find ourselves devising new and exciting solutions. 
It’s imperative to push the bounds of your systems to keep up 
with elevated customer and C-suite expectations.

As you integrate new platforms into your marketing 
technology stack, your system complexity rises, increasing 
the need for ongoing management and a rigorous testing 
protocol. Before launching new functionality, implementing 
enhancements or updating a solution, it’s crucial to 
thoroughly test your processes to ensure your team makes it 
through “go-live” day unscathed.

STEP #1: GATHER EXISTING 
DOCUMENTATION
Once a solution has been implemented, it’s tempting to forget 
the original configuration. Documentation is often seen as a 
lost cause or a sunk cost, and revisiting the details would only 
open old wounds of unmet requirements or narrowed scope. 
Do not start your testing phase believing that you’ve covered 
all your bases. Now is the time dust off old flowcharts and 
re-evaluate the scope of your system.

STEP #2: REVISIT YOUR USE CASES
Now that you’ve brushed up on your documentation, it’s 
time to collect your use cases. Whether you love them or 
hate them, these are the crux of your solution and provide 
the outline of your testing scripts.

STEP #3: SELECT YOUR QA 
(QUALITY ASSURANCE) TEAM
When conducting QA, the best tester is someone who knows 
the desired outcome but was not involved in the technical 
configuration. The whole point of QA testing is to break the 
integration. If your QA team included only those already 
familiar with the setup, it could be more difficult to find 
potential issues. By having an unbiased tester take part in the 
QA process, your solution can be viewed through fresh eyes.

STEP #4: WRITE YOUR TESTING SCRIPT
Many solutions require technical workarounds—“system 
gymnastics”—to meet business needs. When these custom 
solutions come into play, it’s essential to write a testing script. 
This details the step-by-step actions to be performed by 
your QA team for each use case. A great script also provides 
the expected outcome of each use case, allowing your QA 
members to check their own work and provide success or 
failure feedback.

STEP #5: CREATE A 
CENTRAL ISSUES LOG
When creating a document that can be updated in real time, 
shared across internal teams, or accessed by external vendors, 
a shared online file, such as a Google sheet or Smartsheet, is 
often the answer. As your testers work through the script, 
feedback is entered into the file, such as the use case being 
tested, variables affecting the outcome, the desired outcome, 
the actual outcome, and the individual submitting the defect.

STEP #6: CATEGORIZE DEFECTS 
VERSUS ENHANCEMENTS
It’s common to find that issues logged by the QA team 
are not defects per the original requirements, but planned 
enhancements to the overall solution. The delineation 
between them is a critical project management function. 
If these issues are categorized incorrectly and not clarified 
quickly, it can mean the difference between a go/no-go 
launch decision.

When categorizing reported “issues” as future enhancements, 
the most important message to relay is that although the 
issue is an aspect of overall functionality, it’s not critical to 
the current implementation and can be prioritized in the 
next release of the solution.

http://relationshipone.com/
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chapter 3 continued

STEP #7: CORRECT EXISTING 
DEFECTS & FORWARD TO THE 
QA TEAM FOR ACCEPTANCE
A reliable QA process is a team effort. When done correctly, 
it should not be a hassle. Your solution experts and testers 
need to maintain a consistent loop of communication and, 
most important, sign off on the solution as a unit. It is this 
team approach that reinforces trust in the integration. That 
trust begets adoption.

Once all issues are resolved by your solution experts, and 
all resolutions are accepted by your QA team, you are ready 
for launch!

Thanks to the assurance of your rigorous testing, you 
are about to start a new chapter with a defect-free, 
uninterrupted go-live. 

http://relationshipone.com/


This leg of our Oracle Eloqua journey has come to an end, but 
don’t fret! We always have plenty of new content on our blog, and 
we’ll discover new tips and tricks as CRM integrations become 
Oracle Eloqua apps. 

It’s been our pleasure to guide you through your integration 
review. If you need some support with your integration, please 
contact us. Our Marketing Geeks are standing by!
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WRAPPING 
THINGS UP

https://www.relationshipone.com/connect/contact-us/
http://relationshipone.com/

